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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

"That is the question; the perpetual martyrdom and 

immolation of the poet. Our concern is the right he is en- 

titled to, of staying alive.... the bread that is denied 

him, the suicide he is compelled to commit. "1 

The above outburst was familiar among the French 

Romantics of what could result from the neglect of art. In 

the gatherings at Berlioz's Montmartre cottage as well as 

the homes of other artists, such as Gautier, DeVigny, Liszt, 

Chopin, Hugo, d'Ortigue, Balzac and Deschamps, everyone 

agreed that what they strove for was to secure a recognized 

status and function for the arts. 

It is little wonder that Berlioz made use of so 

many outstanding literary sources in his compositions. Not 

only was he in constant companionship with great writers and 

poets, his own descriptive powers were by no means limited 

to composing. His letters, Memoirs, Evenings in the Orchestra, 

Grotesques de la Musique and A Travers Chants all reveal a 

witty, intelligent and widely interested mind. It may also 

1 
Jacques Barzun, "Berlioz and the Romantic Century," 
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1950) Vol. 1, p. 262. 
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be noted that his position as critic for the Journal des 

Debats was his sole means of financial support through 

thirty years of his life. 

Berlioz kept in touch with the literary and intel- 

lectual life of his contemporaries to an extent almost 

unparalleled with other major composers. To him the creative 

artist was a hero, whether poet, writer, painter or sculp- 

tor.2 He felt that musicians shared the fate of all of the 

pioneers of humanity. When one considers the entire range 

of compositions with literary sources beyond his own writings, 

the list breaks down as follows: Shakespeare (8) ; Catholic 

liturgy (5); Thomas Moore and Victor Hugo (3 each); Goethe, 

Byron, Scott, Gautier, Béranger, Brizet, Vieillard (2 each); 

Virgil, Aquinas, Cellini, Chateaubriand, Herder, DeQuincy, 

Tasso, Lamartine, Dumas, Ferrand, Barbier, Deschamps, Beauvoir, 

Leuven, Vaudin, DuBoys, Guerin, Janin and the Bible (1 each).3 

Many references in his writings also indicate a live- 

ly interest in literature and others who either influenced, 

inspired or entertained the composer are: Alfieri, Balzac, 

Beccaria, Boileau, Bossuet, Bougainville, Cabanis, Camoens, 

Cervantes, Corneille, D'Ortigue, De Vigny, Euripides, James 

Fenimore Cooper, Flaubert, Florian, Gail, Heine, Hoffman, 

2John Crabbe, "Hector Berlioz Rational Romantic," (London: 
Kahn and Averill, 1980), p. 85. 

3lbid. p. 88. 
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Horace, La Fontaine, Lamennais, Lebrun, Livy, Lucan, 

Moliére, Ovid, Racine, Rousseau, Saint -Pierre, Schiller and 

Voltaire.4 

As a boy, Berlioz did not at first aspire to the 

classics. However, at eleven years of age he was reading 

from the Fourth Book of the Aeneid. Coming upon the death 

of Dido, he was overcome with emotion. His father, seeing 

the confusion, closed the book. In his own words, the boy 

exclaimed, "I rushed away, out of sight of everybody, to 

indulge my Virgilian grief. "5 This first literary enthusiasm 

was the first of many for the composer. Little did anyone 

realize that this youthful spark of feeling would one day 

ignite into a glorious opera, for what the young boy felt 

at the age of eleven would still be a strong feeling at 

fifty-five. 

In addition to the classics, Berlioz's father took 

charge of all of his education. The boy was taught mathe- 

matics, history, French literature, astronomy, geography 

and music. 

The discovery of an old flageolet in a bureau drawer 

marked the beginning of the composer's interest in music. 

His father had played it as a child and taught his son. 

Later he purchased a flute for the boy. There is even some 

4John Crabbe, "Hector Berlioz, Rational Romantic," (London: 
Kahn and Averill, 1980), p. 85. 

5 "The Memoirs of Hector Berlioz," Translated and edited by 

David Cairns, (London: Victor Gollancz, Ltd., 1969, p. 35. 
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mention of early compositions during this period. The local 

musicians who came to the house found them too difficult to 

play. Although none of the works have survived, it is evi- 

dent that Hector Berlioz had charted his course very early 

in life with respect to both music and the love of litera- 

ture. 

Although Berlioz had no inclination toward medicine, 

his father was determined that he go to medical school. He 

wanted his son to follow in his own footsteps. To aid him- 

self with the goals that he was setting for his son, the 

father sent to Lyons for a flute furnished with all of the 

new keys. This bribe persuaded the young Berlioz to enroll 

in a course of studies in osteology. 

From the beginning, the composer despised his medical 

studies. The dissecting room was the worst part of it. The 

only course that he enjoyed was a literature course and he 

spent every available moment at the library of the Conserva- 

toire reading the scores of Gluck's operas. Upon hearing 

Gluck's Iphigénie en Tauride, he decided that he would be 

a musician whatever the cost. A pupil of Lesueur, the 

great teacher -composer at the conservatory, agreed to tutor 

him and within a year, Lesueur accepted Berlioz as a private 

student. 

When Berlioz first left the medical school, his 

father cut off his allowance. Having studied flute and 

sight- singing, he applied for work as a flautist at the 

Thátre des Nouveauts and, failing that, as a singer in 
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the chorus. When asked to present his audition piece, he 

replied that he had brought nothing to sing but had in his 

memory, the entire standard repertory - Gluck's Orphée and 

two Iphigénies, Spontini's Vestale, etc. He was then asked 

to sing a selection and was engaged the next day at a 

salary of fifty francs a month. 

Thus did Hector Berlioz embark on his musical career, 

beginning as a singer in vaudeville. The purpose of this 

document is to discuss some of the more popular works of 

this composer and to show the impact great literature had on 

his compositions. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE EARLY WORKS 

In 1827, Berlioz submitted La Mort D'Orphée to the 

Prix de Rome competition. It is probable that he read the 

story in Ovid's Metamorphosis. This cantata portrays the 

scene of Orpheus' fatal and brutal encounter with the 

Thracian women whom he had scorned. This music was com- 

posed after only one year's discipline at the Conservatoire. 

Although the music possessed some fine qualities, the 

pianist was incompetent and the board of examiners condemned 

it as impossible to be played. The judges also demanded the 

regulatory formal airs and they felt the monologue to be 

totally unorthodox. Figure 1 is a section from the opening 

aria. 

The following year, he submitted Herminie, an episode 

derived from Tasso's Jerusalem delivered. The musical num- 

bers were more cut and dried in an obvious attempt to please 

the judges. He did earn second place but the real importance 

of Herminie is the fact that we find the first appearance of 

the idée fixe of the Symphonie Fantastique. 

When a person placed second in the competition, it 

usually meant that he won the following year. In 1829, 
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Berlioz submitted La Morte de Cleopatre. He wrote his own 

setting which shows the queen at the last stages of humilia- 

tion. Once again, an incompetent performer proved to be 

a hindrance. The singer that he had engaged was called 

away to a rehearsal at L'Opera and sent her sister instead. 

The soloist was inadequate and the chords and modulations 

of the work distressed people. The judges found the can- 

tata so unconventional that it appeared to be a test of 

them.6 No prize was awarded at all that year. 
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Figure 1. Segment of the Opening Aria of La Mort D'Orphée. 

6A. E. F. Dickinson, "The Music of Berlioz," (New York: 
St. Martin's Press, 1972), p. 51. 
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Finally, in 1830, Berlioz won the coveted award with 

his Mort de Sardanapale. The text was by Jean -Franois Gail. 

He was very careful to please the judges. After the cantata 

was accepted and the prize awarded, Berlioz added a confla- 

gration scene to the end of the work. 

The year of 1827 had not only been the first attempt 

at the Prix de Rome. It had also been the introduction to 

both the work of William Shakespeare and the composer's 

future wife, Harriet Smithson. The first of these intro- 

ductions was a love that was to last his entire lifetime. 

The evening was September 11, 1827. Charles Kemble's group 

of English actors performed Hamlet at the Odeon Theater in 

Paris. Harriet Smithson played Ophelia and Berlioz fell so 

deeply in love with her that he returned to watch her play 

Juliet in Romeo and Juliet a few nights later. 

At this time, Miss Smithson refused to see the love - 

struck young man although they were later to marry. He 

went home and composed the Symphonie Fantastique. The ac- 

tress served as an inspiration for both this work and Lelio. 

Shakespeare was part of the inspiration for both of these 

works and his writings inspired more of the composer's works 

than any other writer. 

In the Symphonie Fantastique, Berlioz used a cyclical 

treatment which became know as the idée fixe. This meant 

the recurrence of some theme in all of the movements. 

Figure 2 illustrates the recurring theme. 
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The idée fixe represents his beloved (Miss Smithson). 

In the first movement, he has mixed thoughts about her. The 

second movement is a waltz which takes place in a crowded 

ballroom. He sees her again in the midst of a throng of 

people. The third movement turns his attention to shepherds 

in the country where once again thoughts of his beloved re- 

turn. The March to the Scafford comprises the fourth move- 

ment in which he dreams he has killed his beloved and is to 

be beheaded for the crime. The final movement of the Dream 

of the Witches Sabbath has the sound of the Dies Irae and 

he sees his beloved at the Sabbath. 

Allegro agitato e appassionato assai 

poco f 

f 
dolce 

animando . - - cresc. treu. poco a poco 

Figure 2. The idee fixe of the Symphonie Fantastique. 

Harold in Italy also made use of the idée fixe as 

illustrated in Figure 3. The symphony itself was composed 

from the recollections that the composer had of his travels 

in Italy. He loved the Italian landscape and the peasant 

people he met during his long hikes through the Abruzzi 
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mountains in 1831. Part of the inspiration for this work 

also came from Lord Byron's long narrative, Childe Harold's 

Pilgrimage. The melancholy wanderer in a mountainous land- 

scape frequented by pilgrims and brigands was a familiar 

theme among the Romantics. The solo viola represented the 

dreamer, Harold. Harold was represented by a theme that 

remained unchanged in its surroundings. 

Espress e largamente 

mf 

Figure 3. Idée fixe of Harold in Italy. 

Lelio or Retour á la Vie was written as a sequel to 

the Symphonie Fantastique. At first Berlioz probably had 

no more intention than to write a sequel. However, he in- 

cluded material from Cleopatre as well as Orphée so it was 

possibly a way to present several pieces from different 

sources which he felt were worthy of preservation. It was 

also probably an angry gesture of defiance against tradition 

directed towards the judges who unjustly deprived him of 

the Prix de Rome. 

The arrangement in Lelio is very unusual for its time. 

Lelio, the protagonist, is a dramatic actor. Berlioz ( Lelio) 

was careful to specify that the part be filled by a good 

actor and not a singer. The cast is divided under two 
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headings: 

Real Persons Fictitious Persons 

Lelio Horatio, friend to Lelio 
Musicians Brigand Chief 
Choristers Brigands 
Friends Spectres 
Pupils 

Because of the vast amount of speaking, Lelio is con- 

sidered a lyric monodrama. The invisible orchestra, chorus 

and singers are to be placed on stage behind the curtain 

and the actor alone speaks and acts upon the stage in front 

of the scenes. 

The first movement of the work is a ballad called Le 

Pécheur which is sung by a tenor. The text is by Goethe. 

Figure 4 illustrates a segment of the melody. 

Tempo I. 

eaux, Tout - a-coup sur le lac 
rail. 

lim _ pi _ de s'é ._ le _ _ ye 

Figure 4. Segment from Le Pécheur in Lelio 

The second part is a Chorus of the Shades while the 

third is a Brigands' Song. Berlioz specifies in the score 

that a powerful baritone should sing the part of the brigand 

chief. The Song of Bliss is Part Four and should be sung 

by a different tenor than the one for Le Pécheur. Part Five 

is called the Aeolian Harp or Recollections. The final sec- 

tion of this work is a Fantasie on Shakespeare's Tempest. 
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The reference in the music of Shakespeare's Tempest 

is an obvious indication of Shakespeare's influence but the 

monologue contains numerous comments that allude to the 

strong effect that literary greats had on the composer. He 

speaks of Goethe after one portion of the ballad. Another 

quote concerning Shakespeare begins, "Hamlet!...Poem pro- 

found and dread! What agony hast thou caused me! Oh it 

is but too true, - Shakespeare has wrought a change in me, 

has revolutionized my inmost being to its deepest depths." 

Another section speaks of Juliet and Ophelia, an obvious 

reference to Harriet Smithson. 

The allusion to writers, particularly William Shakespeare 

is extensive and this is one of the important factors in 

Lelio. Another reason for its importance is that it was 

probably the first work to introduce the piano as a consti- 

tuent of the orchestral texture.? Berlioz even has one 

remark in the monologue concerning the piano (orchestrated 

for four hands), "Leave room for the piano! Here this way! 

Do you not see that with it in such a position, the pianists 

will not be able to see the conductor!" 

Thus concludes the chapter on the early works of Hector 

Berlioz. It seems appropriate to close with some of his 

closing words in Lelio: "But now good -bye, friends, I am 

exhausted; leave me alone." 

7J. H. Elliot, "Berlioz," (London: J. M. Dent and Sons, 
LTD, 1967), p. 119. 



CHAPTER 3 

DRAMATIC LEGEND AND SYMPHONY 

Berlioz, like Gounod and a dozen others, used Goethe 

as a peg on which to hang a section of his musical ward- 

robe.8 He had first become interested in Faust when he 

read the French translation by Gerard de Nerval, published 

in 1827. He sent the music of Eight Scenes of Faust to 

Goethe who in turn handed the music to his friend, Carl 

Zelter. Zelter thought that the music was terrible and 

said so to Goethe. Negotiations were not continued and 

Goethe died in 1832. 

The Damnation of Faust grew out of the eight scenes. 

It contains three principals, a chorus and an orchestra. 

Berlioz was concerned with illustrating some of the different 

mental states and various moods of Faust. In his dramatic 

legend, he utilized only the first part of Goethe's master- 

piece leaving the second part for other composers such as 

Schumann and Mahler to work with. 

Part I of the legend portrays Faust's love of nature, 

the joys of the people and the admiration of military life. 

Figure 5 is from his aria where he is reveling in the joys 

8J. H. Elliot, "Berlioz," (London: J. M. Dent and Sons, 
LTD, 1967) , p. 180. 

13 
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of nature. 
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Figure 5. A section of Faust's Aria about Nature. 

Part II begins in Faust's study as it does in the 

poem. Tired of life, he is about to take poison when he 

hears an Easter hymn being sung in the distance and he 

regains confidence as a result. However, Mephistopheles 

appears and promises Faust his fondest desire (Figure 6). 

Faust also dreams of Marguerite in this section and resolves 

to find her. 

In Part III, Faust and Marguerite consummate their 

love with the devil and the neighbors looking on in the 

background; Mephistopheles gloating over his conquest and 

the neighbors gossiping over the two lovers. Eventually 

they drown the lovers out. Marguerite's innocence in Le 



Roi de Thule (Figure 7) is a sharp contrast to the anguish 

she feels in the music which opens Part IV. Figure 8 re- 

veals her loss of mental calm with the continuous eighth 

notes and rests that Berlioz employs for the purpose of 

displaying a nervous attitude. 

cc i 
Je te don_ne_rai tut: le bonheur, le plai_ 

1.. 
.as -. /a. MIMI . Ian . ----- ..MIN 4///MMI 4/8. ----.- 
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r1 
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` 3c Lc 

2 .1 - - 
Figure 6. The Promise of Mephistopheles. 

{ 
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Figure 7. The beginning of "Le Roi de Thule." 

15 
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Figure 8. Marguerite's loss of calm in the Romance 
which opens Part IV. 

Thinking that he will be saving Marguerite, Faust 

signs an agreement with Mephistopheles only to be con- 

ducted to his real destination, the abyss. In the finale, 

an angelic choir welcomes Marguerite into heaven having 

pardoned her soul because she loved someone so well. 

The Damnation of Faust, with respect to the changing 

mental states can probably be analyzed in the following 

manner: 

Part I - Man in Nature: the simple 
life and the path of glory and power. 
Although Faust rejects glory and power, 
he is 

Part II - tempted by doubts, bewitched 
by sensuality and dreams of love. 

Part III - Gretchen (Marguerite), who 
feels and represents the love that 
Faust only dreams, is transfigured and 
destroyed by it under worldly law. 
Meanwhile 

Part IV - Faust has reverted to self - 
torturing in the face of nature, and 
is justly damned for his failure to 
rescue Gretchen, while she is saved. 

9Jacques Barzun, "Berlioz and the Romantic Century," 
(Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1950), Vol. 1, p. 494. 
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The work of William Shakespeare, as has been previously 

mentioned, served Berlioz in many ways throughout his life. 

He used it the way a minister might use a Bible and made 

Shakespeare a lifelong study. Romeo and Juliet, the great 

dramatic symphony was one such work of Shakespearean in- 

fluence that was considered a great masterpiece in the 

poetical vein. After a performance of the work in Vienna, 

Berlioz himself related an incident of a gentleman coming 

up to him and saying, "You are French, I am Irish, so there 

is no question of patriotism in my appreciation and (seizing 

my left hand) will you allow me to clasp the hand that wrote 

the Romeo Symphony. You understand Shakespeare!" "In that 

case, sir," I replied, "you are wrong about the hand; I 

always write with this one. "10 

The Romeo and Juliet Symphony was made possible by a 

gift of 20,000 francs from Paganini, the famous violinist. 

A concert in December of 1838, which included both the 

Symphonie Fantastique and Harold in Italy, brought Paganini 

to his knees. He acknowledged Berlioz as the true successor 

of Beethoven as he knelt before him. This princely sum paid 

off Berlioz's debts and enabled him to devote his time to 

composing the symphony. Romeo and Juliet was the result of 

seven months' labor. 

Although Berlioz never saw Paganini again due to the 

10A. 
W. Ganz "Berlioz in London," (London: Quality Press, 

LTD, 1950), 
, 

p. 191. 
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failing health of the violinist, he sent him the score and 

in one of the letters Paganini wrote about the symphony was 

the phrase: "Now all is done, envy has nothing left but 

silence. 11 

The symphony begins with an orchestral introduction 

of which a "solo" of tenor trombones and ophicleide occur 

near the middle. Next comes a Prologue which is similar to 

Shakespeare's first prologue in the play. A small chorus 

of about sixteen voices sings of the feud between the 

Capulets and the Montagues and a contralto sings a solo 

about the starcrossed lovers. A tenor solo, meant to 

impersonate the animated Mercutio provides a comic element 

to the drama as he gleefully suggests that Romeo has been 

paid a visit by Queen Mab. The last few bars of the Pro- 

logue are sung by the chorus as they predict the bloodshed 

as well as the reconciliation. Thus has the listener been 

prepared for the music to follow. 

Part II is an orchestral movement. In the background 

at the Capulet palace is a ball. Romeo is indifferent to 

the gaiety of the concert and his mood is that of a melan- 

choly lover. The sombre music of the violins provides a 

significant contrast to that of the dance rhythms. 

Part III opens with a brief choral interlude as the 

revellers leave the party. They sing the theme of the ball 

llWilliam 
F. Apthorp, "Hector Berlioz," (New York: Henry 

Holt and Company, 1879), p. 51. 
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music only in 6/8 rather than 2/2. The revellers make way 

for an adagio played by muted strings and single voices of 

viola, horn and cello. This is the love scene and also 

the composer's favorite section of the work. 

Following the love music is the free and lively 

scherzo which depicts Queen Mab. The voices then return 

in the funeral music for Juliet as they intone a dirge upon 

a single note. Then the orchestra holds the tone while the 

Capulets sing the solemn refrain. A short instrumental 

scena follows the funeral music as it recalls earlier 

motives. 

The feud theme opens the vocal finale as the two 

families fight over the corpses. The kindly Friar Lawrence, 

appropriately sung by a baritone, intervenes and recites 

what has happened. He appeals to the warring households 

to make peace and as he sings, one chorus and then the other 

join in a glorious song of reconciliation and the power of 

peace. The dramatic symphony has concluded. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE OPERAS 

BENVENUTO CELLINI 

In Rome, Berlioz had admired Cellini's Perseus in the 

Piazza della Signoria. He later read Cellini's autobiography 

and found it to be a prime document of the Renaissance. It 

showed the age's restless genius, energy and contradictions. 

Berlioz felt that he had much in common with the Florentine 

goldsmith as he himself was always having his struggles 

against officialdom. Cellini had rebelled against the 

system also. 

In composing the opera, Berlioz wanted to show the 

triumph of the unorthodox embattled artist over his adver- 

saries; something he himself strove for all of his life. 

Although both of these artists created masterpieces, much 

of their work was not totally accepted during their life- 

time. It is not surprising that Cellini's autobiography 

had such a profound effect on the composer. 

Most of the arias in Benvenuto Cellini relate more 

to the Italian style. This is partially due to the com- 

poser's sojourn in Italy. The spoken dialogue is charac- 

teristic of the French Opera. 

20 
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What is totally unique about this opera is the use of 

ensemble and crowd scenes. By making the people an equally 

important part of the action, he paved the way for operas 

such as Die Meistersinger and Boris Godunov. The song of 

the master -craftsmen or the maitre -ciseleurs is of particu- 

lar importance. This song is one of the unifying threads 

of the opera because it is heard several times. The 

libretto by Barbier and Wailly covers the entire opera ex- 

cept for the lyrics of this piece which were written by 

the composer's friend, Alfred De Vigny. Although it stood 

for the relationship of the master -craftsmen, this piece 

could easily be a symbol of all artistic brotherhood 

especially to the group with whom Berlioz was associated. 

Figure 9 illustrates a portion of the song. 

The reasons for the failure of this opera were many. 

It was the age of Meyerbeer in Paris. Although the crowd 

scenes in Benvenuto Cellini were an integral part of the 

action, people were more interested in the shock factor 

with all of the blood and gore. Meyerbeer always put this 

type of effect into his operas and the public always ap- 

plauded. It was what they craved at this time. 

During the rehearsals of Benvenuto Cellini, many 

singers were ill and others had a negative attitude toward 

the opera. The score was one of great technical difficulty 

and the conductor had many problems. L'Opera also prohibited 

spoken dialogue so the scenes of non -lyrical character, not 
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designed to be sung had to be forced into music. 

In 1852, Franz Liszt and Berlioz revised the work to 

suit the tastes of the German public. It was received with 

much success. Today the opera can be heard as a series of 

picturesque but well -planned episodes and recurring themes 

with a much lighter touch on the drama. 
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Figure 9. The Song of the Maitre -Ciseleurs. 

BEATRICE AND BENEDICT 

Beatrice and Benedict was commissioned by Benazet, 

the organizer of the annual summer festival and also the 

casino manager of the fashionable spa, Baden -Baden. He 

wished to celebrate the opening of the new theater and 
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asked Berlioz to compose something for the occasion. The 

composer was a regular and much admired visitor at this 

festival. This was one of many places in Germany where 

he was appreciated on a level quite unknown in Paris. That 

he chose to write an opera based on a play of the master 

who had served him so long and so well was not surprising. 

Shakespeare had taught him the versatility of form and 

and contributed to his skill in fashioning librettos and 

making lyrical ideas develop into drama. 

The first performance was August 19, 1862 and it was 

a huge success. Berlioz was ecstatic and considered it to 

be one of the liveliest and most original compositions 

that he had ever done. 

Beatrice and Benedict is only half of the plot of 

Much Ado About Nothing. In the five -act play, the love 

affair between Hero and Claudio is a far more important 

one. Their romance breaks apart for awhile because of the 

havoc wreaked by Don Pedro's bastard brother, John, who 

slanders Hero and makes Claudio believe the lie. The role 

of John (and those of his followers) is removed from the 

plan for the opera and Hero and Claudio become sentimental 

foils to the bickering combination of Beatrice and Benedict. 

Somarone is Berlioz's own creation. The name itself means 

donkey or beast of burden. He is substituted for the comic 

characters of Dogberry, Verges and Balthasar in the five - 

act comedy. This particular character is the composer's 

own private joke because Somarone is an amusing combination 
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of everything academic, pedantic and exhibitionist in the 

nineteenth century Kapellmeister. 

The style of the two -act opera is that of opera - 

comique. The dialogue is taken almost word for word from 

Shakespeare's play. Berlioz was at the height of preci- 

sion and elegance in this work and the opera is rich with 

graceful melodies; many sounding almost Mozartian. By 

now he also realized that it would never be performed in 

Paris. The lyrical, melancholy mood and the exquisite 

workmanship were too fine and detailed for the requirements 

of the Parisian theater. 

The final remark of the two lovers, "Lovers today, 

enemies again tomorrow," could also apply to the composer 

for he, too, knew that like two lovers, he and the world 

could be enemies again the next day. 

LES TROYENS 

Although Les Troyens was the middle opera, it deserves 

to be discussed last because this is his masterpiece in 

poetry and drama. Like Benvenuto Cellini, it was not a 

success. The composer was forced to produce the second 

part of the work at a small and incompetent theater. The 

poor composer was also plagued with singers of inferior 

quality, a weak chorus and an incompetent orchestra. He 

even paid out of his own pocket for players that the or- 

chestra lacked. One scene change took fifty -five minutes 

and much of the brilliant orchestration had to be taken 
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out to fit the resources. 

His lifelong admiration of Virgil was the inspiration 

for this vast opera. The opera is based on Books I, II and 

IV of Virgil's Aeneid. Because the Aeneid is in the form 

of a long poetic narration, Berlioz "Shakespeareanized" the 

work and wrote his own libretto. 

In the first part, La Prise de Troie, Cassandre 

dominates the action. Because the fall of Troy had been 

written as a narrative in the Aeneid, the composer created 

the character of Cassandre. She is the prophetess whom 

no one will believe because she was so cursed at birth. 

Everyone thinks that the Greeks have finally left Troy 

after many years. She knows differently as she sings of 

seeing the shadow of Hector walking in the distance with 

a black look on his face amidst all of the festivities. 

Figure 10 shows a sharp contrast in the way she and her 

fiance, Chorebus look at the future. She knows they are 

doomed while his outlook is more hopeful. 
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Figure 10. Duet between Cassandre and Chorebus, 
Act I, La Prise de Troie. 
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Cassandre is faithful to the end and as the Greeks 

demolish Troy, she and others cry "Italie," as they stab 

themselves. Rome is the place where the Trojan survivors 

will build a new empire. 

Dido represents the benevolent ruler in Les Troyens 

á Carthage, Part II, of the Trojans. She forgets her duty 

for a time when Aeneas comes to her kingdom. Before their 

sensuous love duet, Aeneas sings words straight out of 

Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice as illustrated in 

Figure 11. Later, Mercury comes into the scene and strikes 

the shield of Aeneas intoning the word, "Italie." When 

Aeneas leaves Carthage to fulfill the destiny of his people, 

Dido stabs herself with Aeneas' sword and dies on the 

funeral pyre. As she dies, she has a vision of the destruc- 

tion of Carthage by the Roman Empire. 
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Figure 11. Lines from The Merchant of Venice 
in Act II of Les Troyens a 
Carthage. 
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The single word, "Italie," tells the entire story for 

through words and music, Berlioz keeps before us the epic 

duty of the founding of Rome; the birth of a people being 

a greater thing than happiness. 

In Les Troyens, the composer has expanded his idea of 

the people as the protagonists. First, there are the 

Trojans; constantly under pressure and always struggling 

for survival. They are an enduring and united race that 

reflects the pride of the early empire. They forsake the 

pleasures of Carthage to press on because of their fierce 

nationalism. The Carthaginians are equally proud and 

united but when betrayed, they become bitter and vengeful 

wish the of the Trojans. 

The individuals in the opera act as agents. Cassandre 

foretells the doom of Troy. Her fiance, Chorebus, is an 

idealistic warrior with youthful exuberance. Dido is the 

kind ruler of her people while Aeneas portrays the adventur- 

er who is also the leader of his people. Ascanius, Aeneas' 

son, has the role of an important messenger or assistant. 

Anna, Dido's sister, is a true friend and confidante. 

Dido's minister, Narbal is a fanatic servant of the state 

while Panthus fills a similar type of role for the Trojans. 

Hylas, the young nostalgic sailor, could be any lonely 

military figure away from home. Berlioz, on the other hand, 

created him because his own son was off on active duty in 

the Navy and he was thinking about him. Iopas, the bard, 
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is a typical court entertainer. The appearances of Mercury 

and the spectors only act as a sharp reminder to the 

Trojans of their destiny. 

The fact that Les Troyens was so mutilated broke the 

composer's spirit. Many of his friends were complimentary 

and articles written in various journals of the day ap- 

plauded the work as a masterpiece. However, Berlioz was 

never to hear the complete work. Perhaps, then it was no 

accident that the composer's father named him Hector. He 

was a hero and heroes do have to die. Ironically, it was 

Paris, the hero, whose abduction of Helen caused the Trojan 

War which led to Hector's death. It was also the city of 

Paris, which through its neglect, so embittered Hector 

Berlioz, that metaphorically he died beneath walls of 

12 
Troy. 

12 Michael Ayrton. "Berlioz: A Personal Portrait of Hector 
Berlioz (1803 -1869) on the Centenary of His Death," 
(London: Jolly and Barber, LTD, 1969), p. 62. 



CHAPTER 5 

SIGNIFICANT SONGS 

CHANSONS D'IRLAND 

The year of 1827, as has been mentioned, was a mile- 

stone in the life of Hector Berlioz. It was his first year 

to compete for the Prix de Rome and it was his introduction 

to Shakespeare and Harriet Smithson. He also became capti- 

vated by Thomas Moore's Irish Melodies and with the help of 

his friend, Thomas Gounet who translated the pieces, wrote 

nine melodies. They were published in 1830 as Neuf Melodies 

and as Chansons d'Irland in 1850. 

The melody which stands out in this set is Elegie, 

a piece of free declamation as well as pianistic excursion 

as can be seen in Figure 12. 

This is the only melody in the set of songs in which 

Berlioz used the original words of Moore's poem in place of 

a poetic setting. The text is as follows: 

When he who adores thee has left 
but the name, 
Of his fault and his sorrows behind, 

Oh! say, wilt thou weep, when they 
darken the fame, 
Of a life that for thee was resigned? 

29 
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Yes, weep, and however my foes may condemn, 
Thy tears shall efface their decree; 
For Heaven can witness though guilty to thee. 

With thee were the dreams of my earliest love, 
Every thought of my reason was thine; 
In my last humble prayer to the spirit above, 
Thy name shall be mingled with mine. 

Oh! Blest are the lovers and friends who 
shall live, 
The days of the glory to see; 
But the next dearest blessing that Heaven 
can give, 
Is the pride of thus dying for thee. 

Moore had intended the person speaking in the poem to 

be the Irish revolutionary patriot, Robert Emmet, who died 

on the gallows in 1803. The love he spoke of at first 

seemed to be for the young girl he was with at the time. 

However, it was later revealed that the patriot was speak- 

ing of the love of his native Ireland, an idealistic devo- 

tion which Moore had shared with Robert Emmet when they were 

fellow students in Dublin from 1795 -98.13 

Berlioz wrote this when he was distracted by his love 

for Harriet Smithson. He would never allow it to be per- 

formed at any concert and always kept a certain attachment 

for this piece. 

13John 
Crabbe, "Hector Berlioz Rational Romantic," (London: 

Kahn and Averill, 1980), p. 61. 
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LA MORTE D'OPHELIE 
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This song is briefly discussed because it was another 

influence from the works of William Shakespeare. Hamlet 

was the first play that the composer saw and it remained 

one of his special favorites. He chose to dramatize the 

death of Ophelia. Legouvé put Shakespeare's poetry into a 

French setting and Berlioz wrote a somewhat labored projec- 

tion of the Queen's tense, compassionate narrative. Four 

balanced strophes linked by a twisted lament figure (part 

of which can be seen in Figure 13) reflect Ophelia's 

fatal flower -play and gradual extinction, singing to her- 

self,14 

14 
A. E. F. Dickinson, "The Music of Berlioz," (New York: 
St. Martin's Press, 1972), p. 109. 
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Figure 13. The "wailing" motif in Morte d'Ophelie. 

LA CAPTIVE 

Victor Hugo was another writer with whom Berlioz was 

friendly. The composer was part of a group that supported 

the staging of Hugo's drama, Hernani early in 1830. Their 

claque helped to make the opening night a success. It was 

due to the influence of Hugo that an interest in Shakespeare 

was aroused in Paris. Five years prior to 1827, a company 

had been driven from Paris amid groans and a shower of rot- 

ting fruit. It was Verses 1 -3 and 9 of Hugo's ninth Orientale 

that Berlioz chose to use for La Captive. 

La Captive is one of the songs that stands apart from 

the others. It is a fine example of the development of 

musical thought. It opens with a melody which is to recur 

again and again in the piece. A young girl is thinking of 
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how she could love the country she is living in were it not 

holding her captive (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14. Opening to La Captive. 

The first variation of the melody (Figure 15) finds 

the girl singing of how she is not a Tartar for whom a dark 

eunuch tunes her guitar. The original melody returns as 

she settles down and sighs pensively about the lovely things 

in the country. 

Next, a Spanish rhythm is played in the accompaniment 

as she joyously sings of her love of a Spanish air. An 

example of this can be seen in Figure 16. 

The original melody again returns as she finds more 

wonderful qualities about this foreign country. Alas! She 

is a captive and for that reason alone, she cannot love this 

beautiful place. 
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Figure 15. The first "variation" in La Captive. 
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Figure 16. The Spanish "interlude" of La Captive. 
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The wistful melancholy narrative of the homesick slave 

girl can almost be considered a miniature symphonic poem. 

Whatever Berlioz and Victor Hugo intended, the combination 

of these two forces has produced a song which calls forth 

liberationists of all times as everyone wants to be in a 

world where they have their freedom. 

i 
LES NUITS D'ETE 

Théophile Gautier was also a close friend of the com- 

poser's. He was a poet, novelist and short story writer 

and one of the most widely read critics of the day. He 

wrote for La Presse for nearly twenty years and then for 

Moniteur Universel. His devotion to Berlioz's cause was 

considerable and he was always ready with encouraging 

articles. The song cycle, Les Nuits d'Ete, utilized some 

of the poems from Gautier's Poésies Diverses. 

The songs in this cycle each dwell on some phase of 

love and there is a special theme with each one. The 

Villanelle opens the cycle and tells of the joys of spring. 

It is a lovely painting of a rural scene. Two lovers are 

walking through the woods. Spring has come and it is the 

time for lovers. Happily, they observe the bird, the 

rabbit and the deer. They return to their homes that 

evening ecstatic and in love. 

Le Spectre de la Rose, the second song, begins with a 

long introduction where the melody is introduced by the 

accompaniment (Figure 18.). This song is tinged with 
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melancholy as one recalls a ball and the rose that was worn 

for the evening. The entire song is devoted to the thought 

of the rose and the death of the flower. It is almost a 

hymn in praise of the flower which gave someone so much joy 

during its brief existence. 
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Figure 18. Introduction to La Spectre de la 
Rose from Les Nuits d'Été. 
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Sur Les Lagunes is a lament. Someone's beloved has 

died. The person mourning can only feel a very painful 

grief. The song opens with the accompaniment playing in 

G minor. The opening chord tells the listener immediately 

that it is a song of great sadness. The first phrase of 

the vocal line imitates the opening of the accompaniment. 

Through much of this piece, the accompaniment helps the 

vocal line along expressing grief with the same rhythm and 

notes. This song also has a unifying motif as shown in 

Figure 19. The translation is, "That my fate is bitter! 

Ah! Without love to travel on the sea!" This is heard 

three times in the song and the talk of the sea could 

easily lead one to believe that it is a sailor who has 

lost his loved one. The song closes with a wail of "Ah," 

which fades away. The opening theme of the accompaniment 

is played once more. A fermata is held over the final 

notes. Berlioz obviously wanted the mood to linger before 

going on to the next piece of music. 
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Figure 19. The unifying motif in Sur Les 
Lagunes and also the closing 
"wail" from Les Nuits d'Été. 
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Absence is probably the most admired song in the cycle. 

It is also a lament but one that is not empty of hope. The 

beloved may or will return and is not lost forever. Berlioz 

makes continuous use of the fermata in this song to suggest 

distance. A lover is calling someone who is far away. The 

repeated word of "reviens" and the fermatas display an un- 

utterable sense of longing. The opening line has four 

fermatas in only four bars (Figure 20). This song is clear- 

ly an example of the high regard the composer had for poetry. 

If a poet were reciting this poem, he would pause in the 

same places to make the expression meaningful. The inter- 

vening verses of Absence show rhythmic contrast. The last 

repetition is almost a whisper as if one is about to give 

up hope. 
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Au Cimetière is more mysterious and uncanny. It is 

a visit to the graveyard by moonlight. The chordal texture 

and rigid rhythm of the opening are a fine attempt at giving 

one the feeling of walking in the cemetery with the cold 

glitter of moonlight above (Figure 21). Someone has gone 

to the grave to mourn a lost love. However, a spectre ap- 

pears veiled in white and pervades the scene with gloom. 

The decision is made not to go to the graveyard again in the 

evening. 
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Figure 21. Opening of`Au Cimetière from Les 
Nuits d'Été. 

A 
L'Ile Inconnue provides a cheerful and finely crafted 

ending to Les Nuits d'Ete. It is full of gaiety about a 

romantic voyage to the unattainable. A young man asks his 

beloved to come away with him to an unknown island. He be- 

gins by asking her where she would like to go and says that 

the sail is on the wing (Figure 22). 
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Figure 22. Opening 'Ìle Inconnue from Les 
Nuits d ' Ete. 

There is no limit to the young man's fantasy. The 

oar is made of ivory while the flags of war are silk. His 

helm is a golden toy with an orange for a ballast and angel 

feathers for canvas. A seraphim is his cabin boy. The 

young lady asks him where this unknown island is but he 

only revels in his fantasy. Her questions remain unanswered 

as he continues to talk about the breeze. Thus ends Les 
, 

Nuits d'Ete. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

Few composers had a more obscure musical ancestry than 

Hector Berlioz. He rebelled against academics and retained 

to 'the end of his life a contempt for mere tradition. This 

attitude from the days of the Prix de Rome onward was one 

deterrent in his musical career. He also made many enemies 

as a critic. 

Family influence might have helped in securing him a 

more stable position in music but his father was a doctor 

and wanted his son to follow in his footsteps. No one in 

the family had any connections in the music profession. 

The instrument he studied was not even the popular one 

of the times. The piano was the accepted instrument of the 

day and Berlioz never played more than a few chords. His 

instrument was the guitar. His originality and system of 

harmony were not derived from the keyboard practice and 

this alone was sufficient in making him appear the antagonist 

to many. 

As to his operas, it was the age of Meyerbeer. Berlioz 

despised the hollow extravagance and false art of the Parisian 

spectacle and the sometimes anti -dramatic and poetic vocalism 

41 
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of Bellini.15 In his three operas, he brought the literary 

level of the libretto up extensively. He made the drama as 

important as the music. His style is that of prose style 

and his structure of music is a poetic art almost beyond the 

bounds of verse. He also improved the situation of the 

chorus by making them protagonists of the drama and the ac- 

tion. They were not just a mob but were an integral part of 

the story. 

Berlioz was clearly ahead of his time and although his 

compositions were highly revered in England, Germany, Russia 

and by a small part of the French population, most of the 

Parisian public had trouble understanding some of his works. 

It took the proper ears to hear some of his music because 

his extensive tonal changes exploited all of the possibili- 

ties even though they did not destroy the fundamentals of 

the natural tonal system.16 Hector Berlioz actually developed 

orchestration singlehandedly; an unbelievable accomplish- 

ment. He was also a skilled conductor. 

Last of all, the idée fixe in his symphonies as well 

as the recurring motifs in his operas and songs made way for 

the leitmotif system that Wagner developed. Berlioz was 

also one of the early pioneers in programme music; telling 

a definite story in symphonic sound. 

15 A. E. F. Dickinson, "Berlioz's Rome Prize Works," Music 
Review, Vol. 25, No. 3, August, 1964, p. 163. 

16 
Brian Primmer, "The Berlioz Style," (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1973), p. 98. 
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As to literature in his personal life, Berlioz main- 

tained a great love for it to the end of his days. He con- 

soled himself with re- reading the great classics which had 

always helped him through many a difficult time. 

Although he had some triumphs in music and love, his 

life was never what he wanted it to be. Both of his marriages 

were plagued with many trials and tribulations and he never 

obtained a post at the Conservatoire or the recognition in 

his own country for his great works. Literature helped him 

through the dark days and he became popular in the homes of 

many friends with his readings of Shakespeare. 

It seems fitting to close this document with a quote 

that Berlioz wrote at the beginning and end of his Memoirs. 

Although it is rather melancholy, it sums up much of his 

life and was written by Shakespeare: 

Life is but a walking shadow, a poor player 
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage 
And then is heard no more: it is a tale 
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, 
Signifying nothing. 
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